This study aims to develop a modularized simulation system to estimate dynamic responses of floating Offshore Wind Turbines (OWTs) based on the concepts of spar buoy and Tension Leg Platform (TLP) corresponding with two typical mooring lines. The modular system consists of the hydrodynamic simulator based the Cummins time domain equation, the Boundary Element Method (BEM) solver based on the 3D source distribution method, and an open-source visualization software ParaView to analyze the interaction between floating OWTs and waves. In order to realize the effects of mooring loads on the floating OWTs, the stiffness and damping matrices are applied to the quasi-static mooring system. The Response Amplitude Operators (RAOs) are compared between our predicted results and other published data to verify the modularized simulation system and understand the influence of mooring load on the motion responses in regular or irregular waves. It is also demonstrated that the quasi-static mooring system is applicable to different types of mooring lines as well as determining real-time motion responses. Eventually, wave load components at the resonance frequencies of different motion modes for selected floating OWTs would be present in the time domain.
Introduction
Compared with the fixed-type Offshore Wind Turbines (OWTs), the advantages of the floating OWTs are more suitable for mass production and easy to install offshore. They can be roughly divided into three primary concepts, spar buoy, TLP, and barge, in terms of how they achieve the basic stability [1] . The spar buoy maintains the stability of the platform from a deep draft. The original spar buoy, developed by Statoil of Norway [2] , is called Hywind, and the bottom is connected by three catenary mooring lines. The stability of Hywind can be enhanced by adding the ballast water. The TLP maintains its stability basically by way of a mooring system and buoyancy [3] . The requirement of ballast for TLP is relatively low compared with the other concepts, but the design of the mooring system is the most complex. Since the vertical direction of the mooring lines corresponding to TLP needs to be subjected to large force, the requirement of the mooring system for stability is the most high. Bachynski and Moan [4] indicated that the performance of TLP can be improved in different environmental conditions and water depths by using several design parameters like ballast, pretension, and pontoon radius. On the other hand, the barge maintains stability by using a large water plane and shallow draft. The concept of the barge is a flat-bottom platform, which has a large waterline area and a high restoring stiffness [5] . Another hybrid concept is semi-submersible [6, 7] , which is mainly with the task are compatible with each other for the sake of simplified programs. Hence, the complete program can be considered a collection of modules. At present, the well-known modular system is ETAP Wind Turbine Modeling (WTM) software [23] , which is used to design and monitor wind farms in a flexible graphic interface optimized for wind power simulation and analysis. Andersen, Hindhede [24] indicated that the Swim-Motion-Lines (SML) software suite is applicable to the maritime and offshore industries for calculating motion responses of floating platforms in winds, waves, or currents. SML is composed of three modules: the SWIM module is used to calculate hydrodynamic forces in the frequency domain; the MOTION module is adopted to simulate a slow-drift response in the time domain; and the LINES module is employed to estimate the influence of the mooring system on the floating platform. In order to resolve the hydrodynamic coefficients of floaters with complex shapes in waves, the computer program WAMIT (Wave Analysis at MIT), based on the panel method, has been applied [25] .
In the following, Section 2 mainly addresses the particulars of four floating platforms and the corresponding mooring systems; Section 3 introduces the running procedure and functions of the modular system; Section 4 presents the background theory of the mathematical model; Section 5 discusses the analyzed results of hydrodynamic coefficients for four floating OWTs; Section 6 exhibits the dynamic responses of floating OWTs compared with other codes or experimental data. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section 7.
Platform Configuration and Mooring Layout
In this study, the simulated floating platforms contain a spar buoy at two different water depths, i.e., the OC3-Hywind spar at a depth of 320 m and the UMaine spar at 200 m; and two TLPs, i.e., the MIT/NREL TLP and the UMaine TLP. The aforementioned floating platforms were designed specifically to support the NREL 5-MW wind turbine [26] , including the rotor, nacelle, and tower. Meanwhile, properties of mooring systems including taut-leg and catenary lines for the simulated floating platforms [1] are also presented. The particulars of four floating platforms with respect to the mooring properties are given in Table 1 . Table 1 . Main particulars of floating platforms and mooring systems (SWL: seawater level). 
OC3-Hywind Spar

OC3-Hywind Spar/UMaine-Hywind Spar
The OC3-Hywind spar is a floating platform that was preliminarily developed in the Offshore Code Comparison Collaboration (OC3). By adopting the concept of the spar buoy "Hywind" from StatoilHydro of Norway, it includes adaptations suitable for supporting the NREL 5-MW machinery and appropriate for public application. In order to distinguish it from the original Hywind concept, it is referred to as the OC3-Hywind spar. The configuration of the OC3-Hywind spar features a deeply drafted, slender spar buoy at a depth of 320 m with three catenary mooring lines. The mooring lines are attached to the floating platform by means of a delta connection to increase the yaw stiffness of the The OC3-Hywind spar is a floating platform that was preliminarily developed in the Offshore Code Comparison Collaboration (OC3). By adopting the concept of the spar buoy "Hywind" from StatoilHydro of Norway, it includes adaptations suitable for supporting the NREL 5-MW machinery and appropriate for public application. In order to distinguish it from the original Hywind concept, it is referred to as the OC3-Hywind spar. The configuration of the OC3-Hywind spar features a deeply drafted, slender spar buoy at a depth of 320 m with three catenary mooring lines. The mooring lines are attached to the floating platform by means of a delta connection to increase the yaw stiffness of the moorings. The dimensions of the OC3-Hywind spar and the layout of the catenary mooring system are illustrated in Figure 1 . Similar to the configuration of the OC3-Hywind spar, the UMaine-Hywind spar is drafted at a depth of 200 m rather than 320 m. Therefore, slight modifications of the mooring system and the modes of the tower are required. The difference of water depth between the OC3-Hywind spar and the UMaine-Hywind spar is due to the fact that the University of Maine demonstration project seeks to examine the response of its three generic designs at the same water depth.
The catenary configuration is one of the most common mooring systems with long steel chains whose weight and curved shape hold the floating platform in place. It has long mooring lines partly resting on the seabed to reduce horizontal loads on the anchors. Although the weight of mooring lines limits motion responses of the floating platform, it has greater freedom of movement than the Similar to the configuration of the OC3-Hywind spar, the UMaine-Hywind spar is drafted at a depth of 200 m rather than 320 m. Therefore, slight modifications of the mooring system and the modes of the tower are required. The difference of water depth between the OC3-Hywind spar and the UMaine-Hywind spar is due to the fact that the University of Maine demonstration project seeks to examine the response of its three generic designs at the same water depth.
The catenary configuration is one of the most common mooring systems with long steel chains whose weight and curved shape hold the floating platform in place. It has long mooring lines partly resting on the seabed to reduce horizontal loads on the anchors. Although the weight of mooring lines limits motion responses of the floating platform, it has greater freedom of movement than the other configurations. The installation procedure of the catenary mooring system is relatively simple. Lower section of catenary mooring lines would result in more disruption of the seabed.
MIT/NREL TLP
The MIT/NREL TLP [12] , which is a floating platform derived from modifications to a TLP designed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), is a cylindrical platform ballasted with concrete and moored by four pairs of vertical tendons in tension. Each pair of tendons linked with a spoke radiating horizontally from the bottom of the floating platform. The concrete ballast is adopted to make certain that the MIT/NREL TLP remains stable in mild sea conditions. Generally, the taut-leg mooring system applied to the MIT/NREL TLP is made of synthetic fibers or wires that use the buoyancy of the floater and firm anchor to the seabed to maintain high tension for stability. It is characterized by vertical loading at anchoring point. Since the taut-leg mooring system is usually perpendicular to the seabed, it is required that anchors withstand large vertical Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, 608 5 of 28 forces. The horizontal movement of the floating platform is very small due to the fact that high tension limits motion responses to maintain stability. Small horizontal movement also leads to minimal disruption to the seabed. The installation procedure of the catenary mooring system is very challenging. The dimensions of the MIT/NREL TLP and the layout of the taut-leg mooring system are illustrated in Figure 2. concrete and moored by four pairs of vertical tendons in tension. Each pair of tendons linked with a spoke radiating horizontally from the bottom of the floating platform. The concrete ballast is adopted to make certain that the MIT/NREL TLP remains stable in mild sea conditions. Generally, the taut-leg mooring system applied to the MIT/NREL TLP is made of synthetic fibers or wires that use the buoyancy of the floater and firm anchor to the seabed to maintain high tension for stability. It is characterized by vertical loading at anchoring point. Since the taut-leg mooring system is usually perpendicular to the seabed, it is required that anchors withstand large vertical forces. The horizontal movement of the floating platform is very small due to the fact that high tension limits motion responses to maintain stability. Small horizontal movement also leads to minimal disruption to the seabed. The installation procedure of the catenary mooring system is very challenging. The dimensions of the MIT/NREL TLP and the layout of the taut-leg mooring system are illustrated in Figure 2 . 
UMaine-Hywind TLP
In terms of the weight and the size, the UMaine TLP is much smaller and lighter than the MIT/NREL TLP. It is also a ballasted cylindrical platform, except for only three legs protruding from this base. The vertical tensioned tendon extends from the tip of each leg to the seabed, to which it is anchored. As a result of excess buoyancy, the total tension of the mooring system for the UMaine TLP is less than half of the tension for the MIT/NREL TLP. The tower properties of the NREL 5-MW wind turbine were modified to conform to the UMaine TLP. The dimensions of the UMaine TLP and the layout of the taut-leg mooring system are shown in Figure 3 .
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Structure of Modular System
This study intends to develop a modular system for floating OWTs based on MATLAB/SIMULINK in combination with BEM solver and visualization software ParaView as shown in Figure 4 . The function of BEM solver is to obtain hydrodynamic coefficients for subsequent 6-DOF motion responses. It can be solved by the boundary element method and by defining the linear free surface. Since BEM solver is established based on the potential flow theory, the influence of viscous force could be ignored. ParaView is an open-source program that combines different codes for visualization of data analysis, and enhances visualization of the flow field as well as 3D modeling. 
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ParaView is an open-source program that combines different codes for visualization of data analysis, and enhances visualization of the flow field as well as 3D modeling.
The present modular system is composed of four modules, including floater module, coordinate module, motion module and mooring module as indicated in Figure 5 . The functions of floater module include calculation capabilities of hydrostatic and hydrodynamic forces. While the particulars like mass, Center of Gravity (COG), inertia moment, hydrodynamic coefficients and dimensions of a floating body are given, wave exciting force, radiation added-mass force, radiation damping force, and restoring force would be calculated. Coordinate module can be used to define earth coordinate system, body-fixed coordinate system, gravity, seawater density, wave spectrum, and simulation time length. Motion module is configured to construct displacements, velocities, and accelerations of single or coupling 6-DOF motion responses. The characteristics of the mooring module are designed to select The present modular system is composed of four modules, including floater module, coordinate module, motion module and mooring module as indicated in Figure 5 . The functions of floater module include calculation capabilities of hydrostatic and hydrodynamic forces. While the particulars like mass, Center of Gravity (COG), inertia moment, hydrodynamic coefficients and dimensions of a floating body are given, wave exciting force, radiation added-mass force, radiation damping force, and restoring force would be calculated. Coordinate module can be used to define earth coordinate system, body-fixed coordinate system, gravity, seawater density, wave spectrum, and simulation time length. Motion module is configured to construct displacements, velocities, and accelerations of single or coupling 6-DOF motion responses. The characteristics of the mooring module are designed to select the stiffness matrix of the mooring system according to the user's requirement. The mooring load in the time domain can be determined by means of a 6 × 6 linear stiffness matrix and pretension force. The software ParaView in the modular system is carried out to visualize the flow field between waves and the floating platform. It is open-source software that can be linked with Python, Matlab, and other programs for multiple data analysis. The objects are able to drawn into a dot map, a grid The present modular system is composed of four modules, including floater module, coordinate module, motion module and mooring module as indicated in Figure 5 . The functions of floater module include calculation capabilities of hydrostatic and hydrodynamic forces. While the particulars like mass, Center of Gravity (COG), inertia moment, hydrodynamic coefficients and dimensions of a floating body are given, wave exciting force, radiation added-mass force, radiation damping force, and restoring force would be calculated. Coordinate module can be used to define earth coordinate system, body-fixed coordinate system, gravity, seawater density, wave spectrum, and simulation time length. Motion module is configured to construct displacements, velocities, and accelerations of single or coupling 6-DOF motion responses. The characteristics of the mooring module are designed to select the stiffness matrix of the mooring system according to the user's requirement. The mooring load in the time domain can be determined by means of a 6 × 6 linear stiffness matrix and pretension force. The software ParaView in the modular system is carried out to visualize the flow field between waves and the floating platform. It is open-source software that can be linked with Python, Matlab, and other programs for multiple data analysis. The objects are able to drawn into a dot map, a grid 
Mathematical Model
Coordinate System
The earth coordinate system O0-X0Y0Z0, as indicated in Figure 7 , is fixed at Z0 = 0 , i.e., free surface, with the Z0-axis directing upwards and the X0-axis denoting wave incidence. ω is denoted as the wave angular frequency; wave incident angle θ = 0 represents waves propagating in the positive X0 direction; h is defined as the water depth. The body-fixed coordinate system O-XYZ, which is able to define the free surface boundary condition, is fixed at COG along with transition or rotation of the floating body. 
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Governing Equation
In this study, it is assumed that the seawater around the floating body is a Newtonian fluid, which is homogeneous and isotropic. Specifically, the fluid is assumed to be ideal, incompressible, inviscid and irrotational. While the potential flow ϕ satisfies the Laplace equation and boundary conditions, it can be solved using Green's function. According to the source distribution method, the floating body can be separated into numerous grids with evenly distributed source points. The total velocity potential based on the linear wave theory can be written as:
where ϕ I (x,y,z) is incident velocity potential; ϕ D (x,y,z) is diffraction velocity potential; ϕ Rj (x,y,z) is radiation velocity potential. ζ j means the motion displacement; j = 1, 2, …, 6 represents surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch and yaw, respectively. Incident velocity potential ϕ I can be described as below:
where a is the incident wave amplitude; g is gravity; and θ the angle of wave incidence (e.g. θ = 0 ﾟ for heading wave, and θ = 90 ﾟ for beam wave, respectively).
The ith mode exciting force F i ext can be derived from the following equation by adopting the incident and diffraction potentials:
where ρ is seawater density; S the wetted body surface of the floating body; and n i the ith mode normal vector on the wetted body surface. The added mass coefficient µ ij and the radiation damping coefficient v i j can be derived from the radiation potential and written as: 
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where a is the incident wave amplitude; g is gravity; and θ the angle of wave incidence (e.g., θ = 0 • for heading wave, and θ = 90 • for beam wave, respectively). The ith mode exciting force F ext i can be derived from the following equation by adopting the incident and diffraction potentials:
where ρ is seawater density; S the wetted body surface of the floating body; and n i the ith mode normal vector on the wetted body surface. The added mass coefficient µ ij and the radiation damping coefficient v ij can be derived from the radiation potential and written as:
where F R i is the ith mode radiation force. By adopting the 3D source distribution method, φ D and φ Rj can be expressed as:
where σ D and σ Rj represent the source strengths for diffraction and radiation, respectively. Fang and Chen [27] implied that both of these two potentials can be determined by solving the related boundary conditions. By including the results of wave exciting force, added mass, and radiation damping coefficients, the motion displacements ζ j are obtained via the following six coupled equations of motions:
where M ij is the generalized mass of the floating body, and C ij the hydrostatic restoring force of the floating body. Finally, the body surface would be divided into numerous panels [19] to solve the velocity potential φ.
Cummins Time Domain Equation
The estimation of external forces like wind or wave forces play a major part in determining designs of ships or marine structures. With the force from the mooring connection, the dynamic responses of the floating body are usually calculated by solving motion equations based on the Cummins time domain equation [28] , which can be written as below:
where A ∞ is the added mass matrix at the infinite frequency;
.. ζ and .
ζ represent the acceleration vector and velocity vector of the floating body in translational or rotational motions, respectively. M is indicated as the mass matrix; I the impulse response function; F ext the wave excitation force; F R resultant force from wave radiation in the sinusoidal form, consisting of added-mass force and radiation damping components; F B the linear hydrostatic properties of restoring buoyancy force; and F m the mooring load.
By using linear quasi-static mooring stiffness, the mooring force F m can be represented by
where ζ is defined as the displacement vector of the floating body in the translational or rotational modes. K m and C m indicate the stiffness and damping matrices of the mooring system.
In order to solve 6-DOF motion responses in the time domain, the Runge-Kutta method is used for numerical simulation. The equation can be written as:
where u is an unknown function of time t; w j is denoted as the weighting factor; h the interval size of time t; k j the increment based on the slope; N the total data length. Let the step size h > 0 and define n = 4, u i+1 is the approximation of fourth-order Runge-Kutta method and expressed as below:
where
Wave Spectrum
In order to generate the wave exciting force in wind-generated seas with a fetch limitation, JONSWAP spectrum [29] can be defined as follows:
where α is a non-dimensional parameter as a function of the wind speed and fetch length. ω is the wave angular frequency, and ω p is the corresponding peak frequency. γ is the peak-enhancement factor, and σ is a relative measure of the width of the peak.
Analysis of Hydrodynamic Coefficients
The hydrodynamic coefficients of floating OWTs are primarily dominated by the wave exciting force and the radiation force (including added-mass and damping terms), which are usually solved by the potential-flow theory or the Morison equation. The choice of the potential-flow theory or the Morison equation is dependent on the size of the floating platform and the flow field. When the ratio of the diameter of the floating platform to the wave length cannot be neglected, the potential-flow theory would be adopted rather than the Morison equation, and vice versa. More specifically, Morison equation is applicable for calculating the hydrodynamic loads on slender cylinders when (1) the diffraction effects are negligible; (2) radiation damping is negligible; (3) flow separation may occur. The definition of a slender cylinder implies that cylinder diameter, D, is small relative to the wave length, λ, which is generally met when D/λ <0.1-0.2 in moderate to severe sea states.
In order to acquire convergent hydrodynamic coefficients, the grid-independence test would be carried out for surge, heave and pitch modes, respectively. Accordingly, the wave angular frequency is set within the range between 0.01 rad/s to 10 rad/s. The wave incidence angle is 0 • pointing to the positive X 0 -axis. The ocean current speed, the moving speed of the floating OWTs and the wind speed are neglected in the simulation. The grid-independence tests of hydrodynamic coefficients for four individual floating OWTs are introduced in the following. It is known that the viscous damping induced by the hull drag plays a significant role in calculating hydrodynamic forces of the OC3-Hywind spar or TLPs under the most relevant wave conditions. The other alternative is that the hydrodynamic forces of the floating OWTs can be augmented with additional linear damping, which can be obtained from the free decay test. Although linear damping and viscous damping were not considered in the present hydrodynamic model, the discrepancies of RAOs between our model and other codes would be realized by discussing the damping effect.
OC3-Hywind Spar/UMaine-Hywind Spar
Since the UMaine-Hywind spar is the same as the OC3-Hywind spar with the exception of the installation water depth, the spar buoy concept with varying mesh discretization would be applied to the grid-independence tests in different water depths. The mesh distribution as shown in Figure 8 can be divided into three parts, i.e., upper column, taper, and base column. The panel properties of the spar buoy for each section are given in Table 2 .
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MIT/NREL TLP
The mesh discretization of the MIT/NREL TLP wetted hull with triangular panels is illustrated in Figure 11 . Since the MIT/NREL TLP features one center column with four pontoons, the panel properties for each structure are introduced in Table 3 .
The properties of added-mass and radiation damping coefficients with different panel numbers in the surge, heave and pitch directions are illustrated in Figure 12a -f, respectively. Generally, it is found that the peak values of these two hydrodynamic coefficients are occurred around 1.7 rad/s. The values of added-mass coefficients µ 11 and µ 55 are significantly greater than the one µ 33 because the displaced water and the wetted surface in the surge and pitch modes are larger than those in the heave mode. The radiation damping coefficients vanish at both of the low-and high-frequency limits of the wind-generated wave spectrum (from 1 to 30 s), indicating that the radiation damping is increased in the normal sea states. respectively. Eventually, all panels can be grouped into three families of the same size and proportion by panel clustering.
The mesh discretization of the MIT/NREL TLP wetted hull with triangular panels is illustrated in Figure 11 . Since the MIT/NREL TLP features one center column with four pontoons, the panel properties for each structure are introduced in Table 3 . The properties of added-mass and radiation damping coefficients with different panel numbers in the surge, heave and pitch directions are illustrated in Figure 12a -f, respectively. Generally, it is found that the peak values of these two hydrodynamic coefficients are occurred around 1.7 rad/s. The values of added-mass coefficients 11 and 55 are significantly greater than the one 33 because the displaced water and the wetted surface in the surge and pitch modes are larger than those in the heave mode. The radiation damping coefficients vanish at both of the low-and high-frequency limits of the wind-generated wave spectrum (from 1 to 30 s), indicating that the radiation damping is increased in the normal sea states. The grid-independence test reaches convergence if there is a small difference between two adjacent refinements. Except for 1882 panels, the mesh convergence basically improves monotonously with the number of panels. The discrepancy occurs due to the fact that the panels might not be distributed uniformly. Consequently, the results indicate that the difference ratios of 2006 panels and 2231 panels for all hydrodynamic coefficients are less than 1%. Thus, the number of 2006 panels is refined enough for the subsequent simulation of the MIT/NREL TLP as shown in the grid-independence test. Furthermore, the aspect ratios of triangular panels for center column and The grid-independence test reaches convergence if there is a small difference between two adjacent refinements. Except for 1882 panels, the mesh convergence basically improves monotonously with the number of panels. The discrepancy occurs due to the fact that the panels might not be distributed uniformly. Consequently, the results indicate that the difference ratios of 2006 panels and 2231 panels for all hydrodynamic coefficients are less than 1%. Thus, the number of 2006 panels is refined enough for the subsequent simulation of the MIT/NREL TLP as shown in the grid-independence test. Furthermore, the aspect ratios of triangular panels for center column and pontoons are set to be 2.92/2.81 for 1163 panels and 2/0.54 for 843 panels, respectively. Consequently, all panels can be grouped into two families of the same size and proportion by panel clustering.
UMaine TLP
The mesh discretization of the UMaine TLP wetted hull with triangular panels is presented in Figure 13 . The UMaine TLP features an upper hull over a lower hull connected with four tendon arms. The panel properties for each structure are introduced in Table 4 . The properties of added-mass and radiation damping coefficients with different panel numbers in the surge, heave, and pitch directions are illustrated in Figure 14a -f, respectively. It is shown that the peak values of these two hydrodynamic coefficients are occurred at different locations in surge, heave and pitch directions. The difference of added-mass coefficients 11 and 33 for the UMaine TLP is less than the one for the MIT/NREL TLP because the displaced water and the wetted surface in the surge mode are only slightly larger than those in the heave mode. Since the radius and diameter of the pontoon for the UMaine TLP are larger than the ones for the MIT/NREL TLP, the value of addedmass coefficient in the pitch mode 55 is found to be considerably larger than the results in the heave and pitch modes. The increases in the radius and diameter of the pontoon shift the resonance peak of the radiation damping coefficient in the surge mode to the high frequency, whereas the decrease in the (a) (b) The properties of added-mass and radiation damping coefficients with different panel numbers in the surge, heave, and pitch directions are illustrated in Figure 14a -f, respectively. It is shown that the peak values of these two hydrodynamic coefficients are occurred at different locations in surge, heave and pitch directions. The difference of added-mass coefficients µ 11 and µ 33 for the UMaine TLP is less than the one for the MIT/NREL TLP because the displaced water and the wetted surface in the surge mode are only slightly larger than those in the heave mode. Since the radius and diameter of the pontoon for the UMaine TLP are larger than the ones for the MIT/NREL TLP, the value of added-mass coefficient in the pitch mode µ 55 is found to be considerably larger than the results in the heave and pitch modes. The increases in the radius and diameter of the pontoon shift the resonance peak of the radiation damping coefficient in the surge mode to the high frequency, whereas the decrease in the diameter of the column shortens the resonance peak frequency of the radiation damping coefficient in the heave mode.
By means of the grid-independence test shown in Figure 14c , it is exhibited that the difference ratios of 1322 panels and 1834 is caused by the mesh distribution over different parts of UMaine TLP. However, the convergence is considered to be reached because the difference ratios of 1322 panels and 1834 panels for all hydrodynamic coefficients are still less than 1%. Thus, the number of 1322 panels is refined enough for the subsequent simulation of the UMaine TLP as shown in the grid-independence test. In addition, the aspect ratios of triangular panels for upper hull, lower hull and tendon arms are set to be 0.79/1 for 648 panels, 2/0.25 for 332 panels, and 5/0.6 for 340 panels, respectively. Eventually, all panels can be grouped into three families of the same size and proportion by panel clustering. By considering the same underwater meshes for OC3-Hywind and UMaine-Hywind spars in different water depths, it is found that the water depth does interfere with the hydrodynamic coefficients in the heave and pitch modes due to the boundary effect.
Lower Hull
The properties of added-mass and radiation damping coefficients with different panel numbers in the surge, heave, and pitch directions are illustrated in Figure 14a -f, respectively. It is shown that the peak values of these two hydrodynamic coefficients are occurred at different locations in surge, heave and pitch directions. The difference of added-mass coefficients 11 and 33 for the UMaine TLP is less than the one for the MIT/NREL TLP because the displaced water and the wetted surface in the surge mode are only slightly larger than those in the heave mode. Since the radius and diameter of the pontoon for the UMaine TLP are larger than the ones for the MIT/NREL TLP, the value of addedmass coefficient in the pitch mode 55 is found to be considerably larger than the results in the heave and pitch modes. The increases in the radius and diameter of the pontoon shift the resonance peak of the radiation damping coefficient in the surge mode to the high frequency, whereas the decrease in the By means of the grid-independence test shown in Figure 14c , it is exhibited that the difference ratios of 1322 panels and 1834 is caused by the mesh distribution over different parts of UMaine TLP. However, the convergence is considered to be reached because the difference ratios of 1322 panels and 1834 panels for all hydrodynamic coefficients are still less than 1%. Thus, the number of 1322 panels is refined enough for the subsequent simulation of the UMaine TLP as shown in the gridindependence test. In addition, the aspect ratios of triangular panels for upper hull, lower hull and tendon arms are set to be 0.79/1 for 648 panels, 2/0.25 for 332 panels, and 5/0.6 for 340 panels, respectively. Eventually, all panels can be grouped into three families of the same size and proportion by panel clustering. By considering the same underwater meshes for OC3-Hywind and UMaineHywind spars in different water depths, it is found that the water depth does interfere with the hydrodynamic coefficients in the heave and pitch modes due to the boundary effect.
Dynamic Responses of Floating OWTs
After analyzing hydrodynamic coefficients of floating OWTs, the Response Amplitude Operators (RAOs) would be applied to three typical motion responses, i.e., surge, heave, and pitch. In addition, the performances of floater's dynamics were compared with other published data. It is 
After analyzing hydrodynamic coefficients of floating OWTs, the Response Amplitude Operators (RAOs) would be applied to three typical motion responses, i.e., surge, heave, and pitch. In addition, the performances of floater's dynamics were compared with other published data. It is noted that the coupling motion responses were not considered in the present study. In order to analyze the characteristics of wave-load components once the mooring load is added, time histories of wave-load components at the natural frequencies of surge, heave and pitch for each floating OWT would be presented in the following sections.
OC3-Hywind Spar
Since the RAOs appear considerable excitation in the surge, heave and pitch modes among all 6-DOF motions [30] , only these three RAOs computed by using hydrodynamic simulator and WAMIT [31] , which is based on the linear and second-order potential theory, with a series of regular waves (H 0 = 5 m, T 0 = 2.5~20 s) are compared for the OC3-Hywind spar, as shown in Figure 15a -c, respectively. Although a small frequency shift is occurred for the pitch response at the natural frequency, the computed RAOs with mooring loads from hydrodynamic simulator agree well with the results predicted by WAMIT.
Appl. Sci. 2019, 9 FOR PEER REVIEW 18 the WAMIT simulation. In our mooring load equation, the mooring force was calculated by using linear quasi-static mooring stiffness. For simplifying the numerical computation, the elements in the damping matrix of the mooring system are all set to zero. Therefore, the mooring effect on the pitch motion could be overestimated. In Figure 15a , the surge RAO predicted by using hydrodynamic simulator with the mooring load is smaller than the one predicted by WAMIT in the high-frequency region because the mooring load is overestimated in absence of the damping matrix of the mooring system. For the case with the mooring effect, there is a resonance peak at the natural frequency (f p = 0.008 Hz) in the surge mode. Although it is not shown here, the numerical simulation indicates that the mooring load has the effect on the RAO as well as the natural frequency. It is exhibited in Figure 15b that the discrepancy of the heave RAO between WAMIT and our numerical simulation is small. Meanwhile, the OC3-Hywind spar basically follows the wave in heave for an extremely low-frequency wave. In case of the mooring effect, the frequency shift of the resonance peak in pitch RAO between hydrodynamic simulator and WAMIT as shown in Figure 15c could be due to a slight stiffening of the catenary mooring lines in the WAMIT simulation. In our mooring load equation, the mooring force was calculated by using linear quasi-static mooring stiffness. For simplifying the numerical computation, the elements in the damping matrix of the mooring system are all set to zero. Therefore, the mooring effect on the pitch motion could be overestimated. Figure 16a -c exhibit time variations of wave exciting force (F ext )/moment (M ext ), radiation damping force (F Rd )/moment (M Rd ), radiation added-mass force (F Ra )/moment (M Ra ), buoyancy force (F B )/moment (M B ) and mooring force (F M )/moment (M M ) at the natural frequencies of the surge, heave and pitch, respectively. The input wave condition for calculating the force at the natural frequency of each mode is a regular wave H 0 = 5m and T 0 = T n (T n : Natural period). The phase lags in time histories of wave-load components indicate the relationships between the wave exciting force and other wave-load components. It is obvious in Figure 16a that F M is the most superior force at the surge natural frequency among all wave-load components, which is able to explain the contribution of the mooring load to the surge RAO in Figure 15a . However, it is noted that the quasi-static mooring force could be overestimated when ignoring the damping effect of the mooring system. This adequately explains why the mooring force is greater than the wave exciting force in the surge mode. It is found in Figure 16 (b) that F M has less influence on the dynamic response of the OC3-Hywind spar at the heave natural frequency. However, F B is the dominant force at the heave natural frequency due to deeply draft of the slender body. Figure 16c indicates that M ext plays the most significant part at the pitch natural frequency, which is mainly attributed to the large pitch inertia about CM.
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UMaine-Hywind Spar
Figure 17a-c show the comparisons of RAOs at surge, heave and pitch natural frequencies between hydrodynamic simulator and the experimental data from a 1:30 model implemented in 
Figure 17a-c show the comparisons of RAOs at surge, heave and pitch natural frequencies between hydrodynamic simulator and the experimental data from a 1:30 model implemented in Natural Ocean Engineering Laboratory (NOEL) of Reggio Calabria in Italy [32, 33] . The given wave condition adopted for dynamic response of MIT/NREL spar is JONSWAP spectrum (H s = 6 m, T p = 10 s, and peak-enhancement factor: γ = 3.3). Since the UMaine-Hywind spar is at 200 m of the water depth shallower than the OC3-Hywind spar at 320 m, the length of the catenary mooring lines resting on the seabed are shorter than that used for the OC3-Hywind spar. That means the stiffness of the catenary mooring lines used for the UMaine-Hywind spar is higher than that used for the OC3-Hywind spar. Consequently, the peak value of the surge with the mooring load computed by hydrodynamic simulator as shown in Figure 17a is smaller than the case in Figure 15a because of high stiffening of mooring lines in the surge mode. It is exhibited that the resonance peak of the heave RAO with the mooring load in Figure 17b is also smaller than the one in Figure 15b due to the effect of shallow water depth. However, decreases in the water depth would lead to more prominent resonance peaks of pitch RAOs in Figure 17c than the ones in Figure 15c .
According to the Boundary Element Method (BEM) [34] , proximity to a boundary can have the influence on the quantity of hydrodynamic coefficients. This means that added-mass and radiation damping coefficients not only depend on the floater's geometry but also its proximity to a boundary. For floating bodies, the response of the floating body is altered in finite water depth. The specific water depth at which the hydrodynamic coefficient is affected depends on the floater's geometry, location and shape of a boundary, e.g., the seabed. Therefore, the water depth may have the effects on the RAOs for OC3-and UMaine-Hywind spars. Figure 18a -c present time variations of wave load components at the natural frequencies of the surge, heave and pitch, respectively. Compared with the dominant force of F B in Figure 16b , it is evident in Figure 18b that F B is even more significant at the heave natural frequency with the increase of the significant wave height.
Hywind spar. Consequently, the peak value of the surge with the mooring load computed by hydrodynamic simulator as shown in Figure 17a is smaller than the case in Figure 15a because of high stiffening of mooring lines in the surge mode. It is exhibited that the resonance peak of the heave RAO with the mooring load in Figure 17b is also smaller than the one in Figure 15b due to the effect of shallow water depth. However, decreases in the water depth would lead to more prominent resonance peaks of pitch RAOs in Figure 17c than the ones in Figure 15c . According to the Boundary Element Method (BEM) [34] , proximity to a boundary can have the influence on the quantity of hydrodynamic coefficients. This means that added-mass and radiation damping coefficients not only depend on the floater's geometry but also its proximity to a boundary. For floating bodies, the response of the floating body is altered in finite water depth. The specific water depth at which the hydrodynamic coefficient is affected depends on the floater's geometry, location and shape of a boundary, e.g. the seabed. Therefore, the water depth may have the effects on the RAOs for OC3-and UMaine-Hywind spars. Figure 18a -c present time variations of wave load components at the natural frequencies of the on the RAOs for OC3-and UMaine-Hywind spars. Figure 18a -c present time variations of wave load components at the natural frequencies of the surge, heave and pitch, respectively. Compared with the dominant force of FB in Figure 16b , it is evident in Figure 18b that FB is even more significant at the heave natural frequency with the increase of the significant wave height. 
MIT/NREL TLP
The given wave condition adopted for dynamic response of MIT/NREL TLP is JONSWAP spectrum (significant wave height: Hs = 5 m, peak period: Tp = 8.7 s, and peak-enhancement factor: γ = 2.4). As illustrated in Figure 19a ,b, The RAO analysis of surge and heave with the mooring load conducted by the hydrodynamic simulator will be in comparison with the results from NREL design code, Fatigue, Aerodynamics, Structures, and Turbulence (FAST), executed by Shim and Kim [35] . FAST is NREL's primary CAE tool, enabling coupled nonlinear aero-hydro-servo-elastic simulation of wind turbines in the time domain. It is clearly shown that the surge RAO is considerably larger than the heave RAO because the mooring system is much stiff in the vertical plane. Although secondorder mean drift forces are considered to simulate slowly varying horizontal-plane drift motions through Newman's approximation method in their study, our results are generally in good agreement with FAST's results except for a slight shift of the peak in the surge RAO. Furthermore, Tracy [36] indicated that the TLP represents the most attractive option as a result of its low Root Mean Square (RMS) accelerations and negligible heave and pitch motions. 
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code, Fatigue, Aerodynamics, Structures, and Turbulence (FAST), executed by Shim and Kim [35] . FAST is NREL's primary CAE tool, enabling coupled nonlinear aero-hydro-servo-elastic simulation of wind turbines in the time domain. It is clearly shown that the surge RAO is considerably larger than the heave RAO because the mooring system is much stiff in the vertical plane. Although secondorder mean drift forces are considered to simulate slowly varying horizontal-plane drift motions through Newman's approximation method in their study, our results are generally in good agreement with FAST's results except for a slight shift of the peak in the surge RAO. Furthermore, Tracy [36] indicated that the TLP represents the most attractive option as a result of its low Root Mean Square (RMS) accelerations and negligible heave and pitch motions. The time histories in Figure 20a ,b show that the surge oscillation excites individual wave-load components by couplings with the taut-leg mooring system to oscillations at the surge and heave natural frequencies, respectively. It is obvious that the mooring load has a greater contribution to motion restriction of the MIT/NREL TLP at the heave natural frequency than that at the surge natural frequency. For taut lines of a TLP with no part of the cables lying on the seabed, the linearity assumption of the stiffness matrix is a relatively good approximation to vertical forces.
(a) The time histories in Figure 20a ,b show that the surge oscillation excites individual wave-load components by couplings with the taut-leg mooring system to oscillations at the surge and heave natural frequencies, respectively. It is obvious that the mooring load has a greater contribution to motion restriction of the MIT/NREL TLP at the heave natural frequency than that at the surge natural frequency. For taut lines of a TLP with no part of the cables lying on the seabed, the linearity assumption of the stiffness matrix is a relatively good approximation to vertical forces. Figure 20a ,b show that the surge oscillation excites individual wave-load components by couplings with the taut-leg mooring system to oscillations at the surge and heave natural frequencies, respectively. It is obvious that the mooring load has a greater contribution to motion restriction of the MIT/NREL TLP at the heave natural frequency than that at the surge natural frequency. For taut lines of a TLP with no part of the cables lying on the seabed, the linearity assumption of the stiffness matrix is a relatively good approximation to vertical forces. 
The time histories in
UMaine TLP
Since the surge and pitch motions could be the most two dominant modes of the dynamic responses of the UMaine TLP, a series of regular wave cases (H 0 = 5 m, T 0 = 2.5~20 sec) are implemented to capture the response characteristics of these two motions by comparing hydrodynamic simulator with CRAFT (Coupled Response Analysis of Floating wind Turbine) [3] . CRAFT accounts for the nonlinear tendon dynamics and viscous drag force imposed on the horizontal pontoons. As shown in Figure 21a ,b, the surge and pitch RAOs obtained from these two codes are comparable and consistent with each other. Specifically, it is evident in Figure 21a that the influence of the second-order drift force could be insignificant because the excitations and motions of the surge RAO are small. Figure 21b exhibits that the pitch resonant frequency (0.323 Hz) predicted by hydrodynamic simulator is very close to the result (0.319 Hz) obtained from FAST. The peak value predicted by hydrodynamic simulator is also very close to the one predicted using FAST, but a small discrepancy is caused by the damping effect of the viscous drag force on the main column and pontoons.
It is clearly shown in Figure 22a that the wave load is mainly dominated by the wave exciting force and radiation added-mass force at the surge natural frequency because of their large cross-sectional areas of the pontoons in the surge mode. The effect of the taut-leg mooring system on the dynamic responses as illustrated in Figure 22b is relatively evident at the pitch natural frequency than that at the surge natural frequency. It appears that the taut-leg mooring system has an increasing dominant effect on the pitch motion, but has a decreasing effect on the surge motion for increasing wave frequencies.
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Conclusions
This study intends to develop a modularized simulation system to resolve hydrodynamic coefficients as well as motion responses of surge, heave, and pitch for the floating OWTs based on 
This study intends to develop a modularized simulation system to resolve hydrodynamic coefficients as well as motion responses of surge, heave, and pitch for the floating OWTs based on the concepts of spar buoy and TLP. The capability of the modularized simulation system has been examined by comparing the simulation results with those predicted using other codes as well as with experimental data. The following summaries by including the mooring effect would be described from the simulation results.
1.
For the spar buoy concept, the decrease in water depth results in larger added-mass coefficient in the pitch mode µ 55 , but causes smaller radiation damping coefficient in the pitch mode ν 55 .
2.
For the design of the MIT/NREL TLP, the larger displaced water and the wetted surface in the surge and pitch modes would lead to higher added-mass coefficients µ 11 and µ 55 than the value in the heave mode µ 33 . 3.
Compared to the design of the MIT/NREL TLP, the large radius and diameter of the pontoon for the UMaine TLP would produce high value of the added-mass coefficient in the pitch mode µ 55 . The increases in the radius and diameter of the pontoon are accompanied with low resonance frequency of the radiation damping coefficient in the surge mode, whereas the decrease in the diameter of the column is related to low resonance frequency of the heave coefficient.
4.
Due to the influence of unstretched mooring lines parallel to the seabed on the OC3-Hywind spar, the catenary mooring system has considerable contribution to the surge RAO, but provides for less effect on the heave RAO.
5.
From the computed results of UMaine-Hywind spar in irregular seas, the decrease in the water depth would lead to more prominent resonance peaks of pitch RAOs and also shift the peaks to the high-frequency region as a result of proximity to the seabed. 6.
It is demonstrated in this paper that the surge RAO is considerably larger than heave and pitch RAOs for the TLP concept due to high stiffening in the vertical plane of the taut-leg mooring system. Specifically, the large cross-sectional areas of the pontoons for the UMaine TLP would produce larger radiation added-mass force in the surge mode than in the pitch mode. 7.
Concerning the floater's stability in severe sea conditions, it is much suitable to install the spar buoy in deep water area when neglecting the cost of the mooring system. For the TLP option, it is better to consider UMaine TLP rather than MIT/NREL TLP because the surge RAO can be well suppressed. 
